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AESTRA..CT. 

An algorith.'TI is described t,vhich penn.its the computation of optimal solutions 

for the single-model deterministic assembly line balancing problen. The 

procedure is a branch-and··bound algorithm equipyed 1viti1 dominance rules, 

bounding arguments and reliable branching heuristics. Coi:lputational results 

are given, along v7ith. an exan1ple of the type problems solved. Computational 

results indicate the method to be more than competitive to ones previously 

reported. 



A BRA.NCI-1-Al."'ID-BOUND PROCEDURE FOR TBE SINGLE-HOJEL DETER;liNISTIC ASSILD3LY LitlE 

DALAl'iCii~G PROBLEiL 

The well-known single-model deterministic assembly line balancing problem 

involves the assignment of work elements of a fixed duration to a minimum 

number of wod:. stations along an assembly line, without exceeding tl~e cycle 

time for each station and satisfying the precedence relations between the 

elements [ 7]. A number of exact and heuristic met; __ ·ods have been proposed 

for the solution of the problem (for a revie~·T see [ 1 L [ 2]. { 3L [ 7 L [ Sl). 

It would appear that among the exact methods, the 0-1 integer prograrnn1ing 

approach of Thangavelu and Shetty b4] is the most efficient as the authors 

claim it to be approximately 50 percent faster than the dynamic programming 

approach of Held, Karp and Shareshian [ 6} on tl1e same range of problem sizes. 

The purpose of this study is to develop a branch-and-bound r.~thod incorporating 

bounding arguments, dominance rules and reliable search heuristics, which will 

guarantee the optimality of the sol~tions obtained. 

THE Bl~ANCH-AlB -BOUND UETHOD • 

Essentially the branch-and-bound method presented is a tree search procedure. 

Each iteration of this procedure begins with a node representing the assignment 

of l·Tork elements to a cert:ain vmrk station. The problem associated with the 

node - the assignment of the remaining lvork elements to the remaining ~..rork 

stations - is inspected to see if it will yield an i~iate solution. 

If it is determined that no immediate solution can be found, the procedure 

branches into a rrumber of descendant nodes corresponding to the next station 

assignments. For each such node a lower bound is computed. The program than 

takes a global look at all nodes from which no branching has yet taken place~ 

and chooses the node with the smallest lower bound for the next iteration. 

If an iiD1!1ediate solution is found for any node in the tree, then a solution 

is guaranteed for all its ancestors. 
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The gist of the approach discussed below is to try to limit the explicitly

enumerated nodes in the search tree by feasibility, dominance and hounding 

arguments so that it is not necessary to search for an optimal station assignment 

over all possible assignments, but only over a specified subset. 

Generation of work station assignments. 

l-Jork element ui is a eFedecess()r: bf tv-ork element UJ if the assembly process 

requires work element u. to be completed before U. can be begun. If u. is a 
1 J 1 

predecessor of u., then u. is said to be a successor of rl .• u. is an immediate 
J J 1 1 . 

predecessor of u. if (t) U. is a predecessor of u., and (2) no successor of u. 
J l. J 1 

is a predecessor of u .• If u. is an immediate nredecessor of U., then U. is an 
J l. . f J J 

immediate successor of U.. Thus in the precedence diagram of Figure 1, ~..rork 
l. 

element U4 has four predecessors (Ul, U6, U7, U8), two successors (US~ Ull), 

three i~iate predecessors (U6, U7, U8), and one immediate successor (US). 

A work element is eligible if (1) it has not yet been assigned to a work station, 

and (2) all of its immediate predecessors have been already assigned. 

Figure 1 Precedence diagram of Jackson 1 s 11-element problem [g). 
Symbols inside a circle represent work elements, numbers 
outside a circle represent element durations. 
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We begin the iteration with an empty tvork station, and construct an orderr.:rfree 

list of all eligible worlt elements (the PEND-list). ~ve move down the list 

until a work element u1 is found which when added to the v1ork station will 

not cause the station time to exceed the cycle time. u1 is assigned to the 

'tV"ork station and a pointer is moved to the position of u1 in PEND. If the 

station time is smaller than the cycle time~ all of the work elements made 

eligible by the assignment of u1 to the work station are no'tv inserted in PEND in a 

order-dlree manner.tve continue down PEND adding new elements u2, u3 , ••• , Uj 

to the work station whenever possible until we reach the end of PEND (the 

pointer is then set to the position of Uj)' with the restriction that elements 

made eligible by the assignment of element U. to the work station are not 
J 

inserted in PEWJ if the assignment of u. caused the station time to equal 
J 

the cycle time. The set of elements in the work station will form a nel.Y node 

in the branch-and-bound tree provided that (1) this 'tvork station is not a 

proper subset of some other work station senerated during this iteration, and 

(2) it is not fathomed by the dominance tests explained below. 

We then (1) remove from the work station element Uj and delete its immediate 

followers in PEND, (2) continue on that portion of PEliD after U., looking for 
J 

new work stations (if no new station assignments can be found. the pointer 

in PEND is reset to u. and the successors of U. 1 are deleted from PE~ID). The 
J-1 ]-

generation stops when the work station is empty and no glement in PEND after the 

pointer position can be assigned. 

It should be noted that this generation procedure is an updated version of 

the "ready list" concept presented by Nevins [ 121, except that (I) our 

PEliD-list is ~ arranged in order of decreasing operation times with the 

effect that immediate followers are simply inserted at the end of PE1ID 

and deletion of immediate followers can be done by simple truncation, which 

yields considerable savings in computation time, and (2) the procedure 

presented here finds !!.!. feasible 'tV"ork stations which are then subjected to 
dominance tests. 
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Elimination of feasible "tvork station assignments. 

It is clear that the procedure for generating feasible work station assignments 

as described above has the major drawback that the number of feasible work 

station assignments can be very large for even small problems, depending upon 

the duration of the work element times, the cycle time and the complexity 

of the precedence diagram. An obvious means of improving the procedure is to 

apply techniques for reducing the total number of feasible t-:rork station 

assignments generated, while still guaranteeing the production of an optimal 

solution. 

Apart from the rule - inherent to the above generating procedure - that only 

work stations (i.e., nodes in the search tree) that are~ a proper subset 

of some other work station generated during the same iteration are explicitly 

generated, we follow Jackson [8] and Reeve [ 13] by including the rule that a 

node corresponding to a sequence (i.e., work station assignments along the 

path of the search tree leading to the particular node) is crossed off if 

it is a subset of a sequence corresponding to another node (still not crossed 

off) at the same level of the search tree. 

It should be noted that our procedure could also incorporate Jackson's dominance 

rules III and III' in the following manner : 

Rule III : Successively cross off nodes X for which there is another node Y 

(still not crossed off), such that : (a) there is just one work element x in 

X which is not also in Y, and (b) there is some work element y in Y, which is 

not in X, which has performance time at least as great as that of x, and such 

that arrows can be followed from y to any operation z for which th~re is an 

arrow from x to z. 

Rule III' : Successively cross off nodes X for which there is another node 

Y (still not crossed off), such that there is some work element yin Y but 

not in X, which has performance time at least equal to the sum of the required 
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times for operations X-Y, and such that arro,,;rs can be followed from y to any 

operation not in X to which arrows can be followed from operations in X-Y 

(where X-Y is the set of \'10rk elements in X but not in Y) • 

Preliminary tests with our algorithm forced us to conclude, however, that the 

payoff of including these rules was not ~-1orth the cost caused by the 

complication of using them and the resulting increase in computation time, 

especially for precedence networks 'to7here the technological restrictions are 

rather strong (see also Jackson [ 8] and a theorem by Kohler and Steiglitz [ 1 0] 

which states that the computational requirements for the general branch-and

bound algoritlnnmay increase when a stronger dominance relation is used). 

Testing for an immediate solution. 

Let 

T* = sum of performance times of all work elements (total work content) 

T = sum of operation times of work elements vThich so far have been assigned 

c = cycle time 

A node in the search tree is a candidate for an ilillTuediate solution if 

fT*c- Tl= 2, where fal denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal 

to a. If such a node sprouts a descendant node for which the station time 

t is such that T* - T - t ~ c, an immediate solution is obtained by s s 
assigning the remaining elements to one single work station. 

The lower bound. 

An obvious lower bound for each node of the search tree is obtained as 

[T*c- T 1 . LB=N+ r , 
~-¥here N denotes the number of ~Jork stations 't>rhich so far have been used, i.e. 

the corresponding level of the search tree. 
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As Nevins I 12] pointed out already, the major drawback of this bound is its 

relative insensitivity in determining the node from which branching shoul~ 

continue. For this reason a node of the search tree is also assigned a penalty. 

The procedure then branches from the node with the smallest lower bound, where 

ties are resolved by branching jr~m the node with the smallest pe~alty. 

This penalty measure is obtained a~ follows. 

In their algorithm for the multiple-resource constrained project scheduling 

problem, Davis and Heidorn [ 4] use in their resouree-based elimination criterion 

an expression which, when translated to line balancing terms, reads 

T • max (0, Tx - (Nx - N)c) , 

where Nx denotes an appropriate upper bound on the number of stations. Applying 

this elimination criterion to the line balancing problem, would eliminate all 

nodes for which T* - T > (Nx - N) c since it would be impossible then to assign 

the remaining work elements to the remaining Nx - N work stations without exceedi 

the cycle time for at least one station. It should be noted, however? that the 

incorporation of such a dominance rule in our procedure is impossible, since we 

do not bother to compute an upper bound on the number of work stations needed. 

Instead we compute for each node in the search tree a penalty 

Tx-T p .. a + a ' 
fT*c- Tl 

where the information content of r~*c- T~ can be regarded as equivalent to 

N*- N, i.e., the number of work stations remaining to be assigned. and a and S 

are small-valued parameters defined below. 

This penalty measure sprouts from the following philosophy. The first part 
x 

! x - T - rooted in the dominance rule discussed above and largely equivalent 

IT ~ Tl 
to the score computed by Nevins [ 12] - represents the average time which must 

be assigned to the remaining work stations, In breaking the lower bound-ties 
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the node with the smallest P-value - 'tvhere P is largely detenpined 

- one so forces the idle time towards stations generated in the 
; 

bottom part of the search tree. 

The parameter a may be computed as 

where k = a constant given to the program by the problem solver. 

Alternatively, one may wish to let the program itself compute an appropriate 

value for a without the intervention of the problem solver. In the computer 

experiment described below, k was arbitrarily defined as 

k = max 

The effect of using such a parameter in the penalty measure is that the higher 

the value of a, the greater would be the decrease in the penalty associated 

with nodes at lower levels of the search tree. In doing so, we hope that the 

procedure would not "lose" too much of its time in backtracking (within the 
T*- T 

same lower bound and the same or nearly the same * - value) to nodes at 

r:r c- T~ 
level n-1 and higher before branching from nodes at level n. Stated another 

way, the use of a favours a depth first search of our branch-and-bound 

procedure. 

In order to 

T*- T 

r-T" ~ ~1 aOO 

break ties between nodes with the same value for the lower bound, 

a, the parameter 8 is introduced. The philosophy for doing so is 



somewhat more involved. ive compute B as 

a 8=
b 

where a proper choice of a and b allows the following four strategies : 

1. a is positive; b =number of work elements associated with the node (NC). 

With this strategy, the larger the number of work elements assigned to the 

station- say, node -for which the penalty is computed, the lower the penalty 

P. 

8. 

2. a is negative; b = NC. If the nominator~ takes on a negative value, the 

smaller NC the smaller the penalty P. This strategy resembles the nlargest time 

rule'' (Tonge [ 17]) in which work elements with the largest operation time are 

chosen, since for a fixed cycle time c, the smaller NC the higher the duration 

of the tasks involved. 

3. a is positive; b = number of work elements ready for assignment. b is computed 

as NP-NC, where NP equals the number of work elements in the PEliD-list discussed 

above. With this strategy the higher b, the lower the penalty P. This strategy 

follows the philosophy of the "most immediate followers'' heuristic (Tonge [ 17]). 

4. a is negative; b = NP-NC. With this strategy the larger the number of work 

elements "ready" (eligible), the higher the value of P. 

Switches from strategy 1 to 2 and from strategy 3 to 4 are made possible by making 

our program to compute the a-value as 

l I(u* - :m c - (T* - T) + e:l } 
l---

ee 
a= n ' 

where 

n = small positive value (e.g. 0.1) to assure that B does not interfere with a 

and (T* - T) I rT*c- Tl ; 



e = smail positive value to assure that the nominator • i.e., the expected ~dle 

time for the remaining number of work stations - dbes never equal cS, wpich 

weuid have for effect that a • o and consequently B • o; 
~ • a const~fit hetweeh 0 and t set by the problem solver. 

The overall effect of computing the a-value as such, is that the si8rt of a can - ~ 

be changed by the solution procedure as it proceeds through the search tree. 

If for example e = 0.1, ~becomes positive (negative) if the expected idle time 

for the remaining work stations falls below (climbs above) 10 percent of the 

cycle time, producing a switch between the strategies as discussed above. 

In general the global effect of e at a node on a certain level of the search 

tree, is to increase the number of sprouted nodes to be examined at the lower 

level, thus increasing the probability that an optimal solution is found along 

9. 

the path emanating from the node with the lowest P-value, but with the dis

advantage that more nodes have to be examined (this effect is reversed by a change 

in sign of !!), 

Experimentation with the program on a set of test problems, as discussed below, 

revealed that good results were obtained if 

T*- T 

ofr * l > T - T 
c 

effect effect of a > effect of e. 

The rationale for these reliable branching heuristics being discussed - reliable, 

because an optimal solution is always guaranteed - we are now in a position to 

present the overall structure of the solution algorithm. 

The algorithm. 

The branch-and-bound procedure for the single-model deterministic line balancing 

problem comprises the following steps. 
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Preparation : Read the element numbers, element durations, immediate successors, 

the cycle time c, and the value of the parameters n, 9, e. 

Step 0 (Initialize). Generate the node ~' corresponding to an empty work station. 

Compute the initial lower bound on the number of work stations needed as 

Step 1. Set N=l, the level of the search tree. 

Step 2.a. Generate corresponding feasible N-level station assignments (nodes). 

2.b. Test for an immediate solution. If an immediate solution is obtained, 

go to step 2.c.; otherwise go to step 3. 

2.c. An optimal solution to the problem is obtained by assigning the 

remaining work elements to a single station. Stop. 

Step 3. Fathom all nodes which do not satisfy the dominance test. 

Step 4. For each node, compute the corresponding low·er bound 

LB = N + PT* c- Tl nd lt p T* - T + 0 
a pena Y : r:ff l -a P• 

T - T 
c 

Step 5. Place all nodes with the same lower bound in a PENALTY-list in order of 

decreasing P-value. 

Step 6. If the PENALTY-list is empty, the previous lower bound on the number 

of work stations is unattainable. Go to step 7; otherwise, go to step 8. 

Step 7. Increase the lower bound on the number of stations, N~N* + 1. Insert 

all nodes with LB = N* (i.e., all nodes not yet on PENALTY) on the PENALTY-list 

in order of decreasing P-value. 
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S~ep S. Branch to the node placed in the last position of PENALTY; i.e. ~he node 

with th~ current lowe$t b~nd, io~~st penalty. 

Ste)? 9. Update the level of the search tree to be considered; i.e. N ""' (level of 

node picked in step 8) + 1. Go to step 2. 

A flow chart of the procedure is given in Figure 2. 

AN ILLUSTRATIVE IDW1PLE. 

Figure 3 illustrates the way in which the branch-and-bound procedure obtained 

a 5-station balance to Jakcson's problem of Figure 1 for a cycle time of c = 10, 

k - 0.25 and a = o. 

In Figure 3, the circles represent the nodes of the search tree. Inside a 

circle are indicated the corresponding node number together with the elements 

assigned to the corresponding worlt station. Next to each node, we give the 

corresponding lower bound LB and the penalty· P. 

Initializing the procedure we generate the empty work station 0. As Tx = 46 

and c = 10 the initial lower bound on the number of work stations needed is 

IT* /c l = 5. Generating the feasible urdomina.ted first station assignments, we 

obtain the two descendant nodes corresponding to {Ul, U2, U8} and {Ul, U2, U3}. 

Since both nodes have the same lower bound equal to 5, they are entered in the 

PENALTY-list in the order (1 ,2) as node number 2 has the smallest penalty 

associated with it. In branching from node 2, we generate. nodes 3, 4 and 5 

corresponding to the feasible second station assignments {U6, US} • {U7, US} and 

{US, U9}. It should be noted here that the incorporation of Jackson's dominance 

rule III in our procedure would cross off assignment. {U6, US} as it t<7ould be 

dominated by assignment {U7, U8}. Indeed, the processing time of element U7 is 

larger than that of element U6 and arrows can be followed from U7 to U4 which 

is reached by one arrow from U6. 
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Our procedure inserts nodes 3, 4, and 5 in the PENALTY-list in the appropriate 
l 

9rder, such that PENALTY now takes ~he form (3,5,4,1). 

Branching continues from node I, placed last in PENALTY since it has the smallest 

penalty associated with it. The nodes generated correspond to the second station 

assignments {U3, U6} , {U3, U7} , {U3, U9} , but are all crossed off since they 

correspond to assignment sequences {Ul, U2, US, U3, U6}, {UJ, U2, US, U3, U7} and 

{Ul, U2, US, U3» U9} which are subsets of the sequences already obtained through 

the generation of nodes 3, 4 and 5. Node 1 is deleted from the PEl~ALTY-list and 

branching continues from the last node on this list, i.e., node number 4. 

Node 6 and 7, both generated during this step, are inserted in PENALTY, which 

now takes the form (3,6,5). Since node 7 has a lower bound of 6 it is not entered 

on the PENALTY-list. Continuing the branching from node 5 - within the nodes 

with the same lowest bound, the one with the smallest penalty- the procedure 

generates node 8, corresponding to the third station assignment {U6, UlO} • 

The updated PENALTY-list now reads (6,8) so that branching continues from node 

8 for which f<T* - T) I c l = 2. l'iode 8 sprouts the only u nd ominated fourth 

station assignment {U7, U4} for which T*- T = 46-37 = 9 <c, indicating that an 

immediate solution is found. The remaining elements {US, Ull} are assigned to 

one single station and the procedure stops. 

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

The branch-and-bound procedure has been programmed in FORTRAN IV for the 

IBH 370/158 computer. Computational results were obtained for eight problem 

sets. The first problem is an I 1-element problem described by Elmaghraby [ 5} 

solved for c=l2. Problem set 2 consists of Jackson's It-element problem [ 8] 

solved for c=lO and c=t2, while the third is a 19-element problem described by 

Moodie [ 11] solved for c=l79. The fourth and eight problem sets consist of 

Tonge's 21- and 70-element problem [ 16] solved for various cycle times. 
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Problem set 5 is a 42-element problem borrowed from Reeve [ 13] and problem 6 is 

the well-known Kilbridge & Wester 45-element problem [ 9} with c=69. Problem 7, 

at last, is Moodie's 48-element problem [ 11] solved for c=J6l. For those problems, 

where certain work element times t exceed the cycle time c, the computer program 

breaks the line and sets up q work stations in parallel where q is the smallest 

integer for which qc ~ t. A set S of work elements is then created, and assigned 

to each of these parallel stations. Members of S are the work element whose 

time exceeds c as well as other elements provided that the ordering restrictions 

are satisfied and the sum of work element times in S does not exceed qc. Since 

qc-t <c, this implies that there is only one element inS to exceed the cycle 

time (see also Tonge [16} and Nevins [ 12]). 

Each of these problems was solved with k • max il; N"c ,1: T:t } 

and seven different values of the B-parameter computed as 

S 0 t3 0.1 B 0.1 B ..L 0.1 
1

= =+- =- ....... 
' 2 NC ' 3 OC ' 4 NP-NC 

0 1 0.1 XI 
8s = - NP-Nc ' 66 = + Nc and D = + 0.1 XI 

' P7 NP - NC ' 

where XI= {I - [ (N*- N)c -(T*- T) + e 1 /c9} and e = 0.1, 

e = 0.000001. 

The computational results using .. the branch-and-bound algorithm are depicted in 

Table I. Under the heading "Problem characteristics" this table gives for each 

of the solved problems the number of work elements, the cycle time, the optimal 

number of work stations as reported in the literature, and the number of precedence 

relations. For each problem we also give the number of constraints and the number 

of variables needed in the formulation of the ILP-model of Thangavelu & Shetty [ 14] • 

The number of constraints is determined as M (an upper bound on the number of sta

tions)+ N (number of work elements)+ R (number of precedence relations)+ 1. 

The number of 0-1 variables was obtained as (number of elements) x (number of 

stations). 
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Under the heading "Branch-and-bound Solution." we depict for our algorithm the 

number of nodes generated, the a-parameter that resulted in. the lowest CPU~time 

(excluding input and output) needed for obtairling the optimal solution., and the 

number of stations (normal and parallel) generated. We also indicate the 

¢Pu-time in seconds obtained by applying the algorithm equipped with the 

s~parameter indibated, together with the variance of CPU-times needed by our 

method when employing the remaining six 13-parameters. Finally, we list,,the mean 
C:l.nd variance of the number of nodes generated., also for the remaining six S-para

meters. Hean::- and variances are not indicated for those problems for which the use 

of one.or more of the S-parameters did not yield an optimal solution within 3 

minutes of CPU-time and/or after the generation of 3500 nodes. 

Under the heading "Other algorithms" we list the best results obtained by other 

algorithms reported in the literature, i.e., the number of stations generated, 

and if the algorithm was computerized, the CPU-time (in seconds} together with 

the computer used. 

It can be seen from Table I that the branch-and-bound algorithm produced an 

optimal solution for all problems tested within very encouragi~~ CPU-times. 

For the set of problems also solved by Thangavelu & Shetty, direct comparison 

of CPU-times is very difficult since different computers are used. Taking for 

given that the IBM 370/158 is approximately five times faster than the UNIVAC 

1108, our branch-and-bound algorithm is faster than the ILP-approach except 

for two of the 21-element problems (c = 14,20) for which the CPU-times obtained~ 

however, are still very competitive. 

For the large realistic 70-element problems, direct comparison lvith other 

optimal algorithms is impossible since, to the best of our lowwledge, this 

problem set so far resisted a solution with optimal procedures. The best 

heuristic results (measured by the number of stations generated} obtained for 

this set of problems have been reported by Nevins [ 12], who, unfortunately, 
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does not indicate any CPU-times. Our branch-and-bound algorithm, using the 

a-parameters indicated in Table I, solved these 14 problems in an average 

CPU-time of 37.471 seconds with a standard deviation of 39.15. EspeciallY 

encouraging are the results obtained for the 70-element problems with cycle 

times 83, 86, 89 and 95, four of the most difficult problems to solve a~ng this 

set (see also Nevins [12] and Tonge [ 17]). 

As concerns the effect of the a-parameters on the CPU-time required and the 

number of nodes generated by the branch-and-bound algorithm, the results obtained 

reveal this effect to be rather modest for the small and intermediate sized 

problems. For the larger 70-element problems the S-parameters start playing a 

more relevant role. In effect, some of the problems among this set could not 

be run to completion with certain of the B-parameters due to excessive CPU-time 

needed (> 3 minutes) or the excessive number of nodes generated (> 3500). 

Detailed results for this 70-element problem are given in Table II. 

It is clear from this table that none of the a-parameters used, consistently 

yields the best results. lVihere a problem, eventually could not be solved using 

8
1 

• 0, the use of a5 or s7 did always help. This result is not so surprising. 

For the problems tested, the use of a5 resulted in the fact that relatively 

"few' nodes (having the same lower bound) were explicitly kept track of at each 

stage of the search tree. This yielded a favourable effect on the solution 

efficiency for those problems which did require a large number of nodes to be 

generated in order to obtain a solution. On the same set of problems, parameter 

s7 allowed the search to proceed towards the lower levels of the search tree, 

before a switch between the a-strategies occurred (see above), with the consequenc 

that up to the occurrence of the Stvitch the "effect" of s7 is equivalent to that 

of a5 • 
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CONCLUDING RE~~S. 

The computational results discussed in the previous section indicate the 

branch-and-bound method for solving the single-model deterministic assembly 

line balancing problem to be more than competitive to previously reported 

optimal solution procedures. Computer times obtained reveal that probl~s 

21. 

up to 50 elements can be solved within 2 seconds of CPU-time, and that for the 

realistic 70-element problem set included in the computational experiment, 

CPU-time on the average amounts up to approximately half a minute. 

The following factors seem to have contributed to make the algorithm rather 

efficient : 

i) The way in which the information is stored and retrieved by our procedure 

seems to be very efficient. 

ii) The overall set-up of the branching strategy- i.e., once all work elements 

assigned, the procedure may stop thus eliminating extensive backtracking -

looks very promising. 

iii) Bounding and dominance arguments together seem to be strong enough, 

although the lower bound standing alone seems too insensitive to yield 

a sufficient pruning effect in order to keep the number of nodes generated 

within acceptable limits. 

iv) The $-parameters allow the procedure to run to completion for all problems 

that were tested. The behaviour of these parameters, however, is not much 

consistent and the net effect is rather negligible for small-sized problems. 

For larger problems certain S-parameters (especially s5 and a7) allow us 

to obtain an optimal solution within the limits of time and memory, which 

could otherwise not have been obtained. 
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